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ENLIGHTENMENT ALL OVER 
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CAN FLY IN DIGITAL LIGHT

 A [ alpha ].....Z[zenith]
      Always be honest 
          Be there when they need you 
          Cheer them on 
          Don't look for the faults....
          Encourage their dreams 
          Forgive them 
          Get together often 
          Have faith in them 
          Include them 
          Just be there when they need you 
          Know when they need a hug
          Love them unconditionally 
          Make them feel special..........
          Never forget them 
          Offer to help and know when 
          Praise them honestly and openly 
                     Quietly disagree
                     Really listen 
                     Say you are sorry 

T.V.T.M.H.S.S.  VELIYAM
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CAN FLY IN DIGITAL LIGHT

                     Talk frequently
                     Use good judgement 
                    Verbalise your feelings 
                     Wish them luck , hopefully god
                     X-amine your motives before-
                                         you help out  
                     Your words count. Use them -
                                                      wisely   
                     Zip your lips when told a secret.'
                     By following these ABC's you 
                     SHOULD live long with a
                     FRIENDSHIP  FILLED LIFE

T.V.T.M.H.S.S.  VELIYAM

AKHILA.NAIR
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CAN FLY IN DIGITAL LIGHT

My Daddy 
My Daddy  teacher me the life 

My Daddy corrects me when I make
mistakes

My Daddy  beat me lovingly 
When I do  mischievous things

My Daddy teaches me  how  to lead a
good life 

My Daddy show me how to behave
And  he always says to me that  

God is great

T.V.T.M.H.S.S.  VELIYAM

VRINDA.SURESH
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CAN FLY IN DIGITAL LIGHT

MOTHER
DEAR 

Today is Mother's Day
what a gift I will give

to
My sweet Dear mother

don't know because
She is very special who 

loves and care me
Her hands are the one that

gives and not takes
She is like an angel

She protects me and loves all in
the house.

T.V.T.M.H.S.S.  VELIYAM
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She is a God in a big disguise,
Yes a big 'surprise' for her.

T.V.T.M.H.S.S.  VELIYAM

FEBI
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CAN FLY IN DIGITAL LIGHT

         

 Death An  Eternal
Truth.

     Like birth,death is also a part of life. When we
think about it, our mind conjures up images of

cemeteries and old people. But death can also come to
young people,through illness or accidents. The way

handled differs from person to person,and from
culture to culture. Many also argue in favour of

euthanasia , or mercy killing,in situations where a
person is in a permanent state of coma in extreme pain

and agony due to an incurable disease. 

T.V.T.M.H.S.S.  VELIYAM
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         What happens after death?
                       Man has been to find an answer to this

question ever since he has aware about these
preciousness of his life. Almost all the culture and the

religions of the world believe in some form of life
after death. Islam , Christian,Judaism uphold the

concept of the immortality of the soul and blissful life
after death in paradise. Other religions such as

Hinduism ,say that the death are reborn on the earth. 
Some even believe that the deceased remain among
their loved ones for quite sometimes after death,as

they initially do not realise  that they have crossed the
mortal threshold. However , no one has yet been able

to give concrete proof about life and death.
           Did you know that the oldest man in the world
died at the the age of 127 years ? Probably someone

will soon attain an even longer life !

T.V.T.M.H.S.S.  VELIYAM

SURYA
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CAN FLY IN DIGITAL LIGHT

Influence Of English
In Culture.

As of today, the English language is
considered, and widely accepted as

the international language, so knowing
how to use this language is on
indispensable ability. When one

decides to learn English as a second
language, it is important to realise that

he or she is also learning about the
culture the language is tied upon. It is
often said that language and culture

are two inseparable aspects of society.
One may think that language without
culture is nothing and there is not a

T.V.T.M.H.S.S.  VELIYAM
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CAN FLY IN DIGITAL LIGHT

culture without a language.

In vocabulary, for example, culture
plays a factor in meanings of some

words and can change the statement
as a whole. In the sentence, “Dressed
in white, she approaches with tears in
her eyes.” for some westerners and

other people who believe in
matrimony; they can picture a lady

dressed in a white gown celebrating
her wedding day. It understandable
when you know that it is a common
practice for a bride to wear a white

gown for her wedding. But for Chinese
people, wearing white is a symbol
mourning, they wear white when a

family member or a relative is dead. To
T.V.T.M.H.S.S.  VELIYAM
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CAN FLY IN DIGITAL LIGHT

learn this language completely, one
does not only need to listen to it but to
also have a good grasp of its culture

and maintain a deep understanding of
his culture. For students to  learn

English more effectively, institutions
and other educational centres are

trying to develop and apply techniques
in  teaching culture with English
courses. With this  with kind of

practices  they can make learners of
the language learning understand the
cultural background of the language

while subsequently learning the
language itself.

You may learn the grammar rules, the
words, spelling, and the pronunciation

T.V.T.M.H.S.S.  VELIYAM
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CAN FLY IN DIGITAL LIGHT

in English classes but only through
further and deeper studies will you
learn about the cultural ties of the

English language.

Origin of English
language

T.V.T.M.H.S.S.  VELIYAM
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CAN FLY IN DIGITAL LIGHT

English is a West Germanic Language that
originated from Anglo Frisian dialects
brought to Britain in the mid 5th to 7th
centuries AD by Anglo-Saxon Settlers
from what is now north west Germany,

west Denmark and the Netherlands,
displacing the Celtic languages that

previously predominated. 

The Old English of the Anglo-Saxon era 
developed into Middle English, which was
spoken from the Norman conquest era to 
the late 15th century. A significant 
influence on the shaping of Middle 

T.V.T.M.H.S.S.  VELIYAM
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English came from contact with the North 
Germanic Languages spoken by the 
Scandinavians who conquered and 
colonized parts of Britain during the 8th 
and 9th centuries; this contact led to much 
lexical borrowing and grammatical 
simplification. Another important 
influence came from the conquering 
Normans, who spoke a Roman language 
called Old Norman, which in Britain 
developed into Anglo-Norman. Many 
Norman and French loanwords entered the
language in this period, especially in 
vocabulary related to the church, the court 
system and the government. The system of
orthography that was established during 
the Middle English period is largely still in

T.V.T.M.H.S.S.  VELIYAM
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CAN FLY IN DIGITAL LIGHT

use today – later changes in pronunciation,
however, combined with the adoption of 
various foreign spellings, mean that the 
spelling of modern English words appears 
highly irregular. 

Early Modern English – the language used
by Shakespeare– is dated from around 
1500. It incorporated many Renaissance-
era loans from Latin and Ancient Greek, 
as well as borrowings from other 
European languages, including French, 
German and Dutch. Significant 
pronunciation changes in this period 
included the ongoing Great Vowel 
Shift,which affected the qualities of most 
long vowels. Modern English proper, 
similar in most respects to that spoken 
T.V.T.M.H.S.S.  VELIYAM
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CAN FLY IN DIGITAL LIGHT

today, was in place by the late 17th 
century. The English language came to be 
exported to other parts of the world 
through British colonisation, and is now 
the dominant language in Britain and 
Ireland, the United States and Canada, 
Australia, New Zealand and many smaller 
former colonies, as well as being widely 
spoken in India, parts of Africa, and 
elsewhere. Partially due to United States 
influence, English gradually took on the 
status of a global lingua France  in the 
second half of the 20th century. This is 
especially true in Europe, where English 
has largely taken over the former roles of 
French and  Latin as a common language 
used to conduct business and diplomacy, 

T.V.T.M.H.S.S.  VELIYAM
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CAN FLY IN DIGITAL LIGHT

share scientific and technological 
information, and otherwise communicate 
across national boundaries. The efforts of 
English-speaking Christian missionaries 
has resulted in English becoming a second
language for many other groups.

Old English consisted of a diverse group 
of dialects, reflecting the varied origins of 
the Anglo Saxon Kingdoms established in 
different parts of Britain. The Late west 
Saxon dialect eventually became 
dominant; however, a greater input to 
Middle English came from the Anglian 
dialects. Global variation among different 
English dialects and accents remains 
significant today. Scots, a form of English 
traditionally spoken in parts of Scotland 
T.V.T.M.H.S.S.  VELIYAM
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and the north of Ireland, is sometimes 
treated as a separate language. 

T.V.T.M.H.S.S.  VELIYAM

NANDANA.BABU
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CAN FLY IN DIGITAL LIGHT

 EYE
POPPING

FACTS
    

  People sometimes have red eyes in
photographs, especially those taken with
flash,due to the light that reflects off the

blood vessels of the retina.
                    On a moonlight night , an owl
can spot a mouse moving more than 150

feet away .
               On  average, we spend 30

minutes a day . Some flat worms have
more than 100 eyes!Can you look in

opposite direction at some time?
                    A champion can!

T.V.T.M.H.S.S.  VELIYAM
KAVYA
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Looking for a friend
     

In this fast moving,face book 
generation,choosing an ideal 
friend seems to be a mammoth 
task. A friend must be someone 
who is always with you in every 
part of your life,who acts as a 
best reflecting 

T.V.T.M.H.S.S.  VELIYAM
PREETHA
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CAN FLY IN DIGITAL LIGHT

surface without it. You may say it 
impossible to find such a 
friend,but the man you reside in 
you through your history books 
has already told it is not. You 
need not be wasting your time on 
a customer for google. He is right 
there a hand away from on your 
library shelf, waiting for you. Of 
course! I mean the colourful, 
energetic books. Every book is 
living soul,immortal as  long as 
the man-kind exists. He is a 
friend who helps you to visit the 
past without an ouja  board and 
T.V.T.M.H.S.S.  VELIYAM
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CAN FLY IN DIGITAL LIGHT

future without a time machine. 
You can be a dragon,have coffee 
with Gandhi can make inventions 
with anyone. He can teach you to
cast  a spell. 

T.V.T.M.H.S.S.  VELIYAM
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CAN FLY IN DIGITAL LIGHT

                 Grammar House 

A man named noun and A
women named  verb lived in

the house Grammar. They have
two sons and daughter. The

elder son 
behaves as the father during the latter's
absence. So people called him Pronoun.

The second brother Adjective is a part . He
often describes things. 

    His sister Adverb often takes care of
their mother . Mr. Noun has a brother in

law called Preposition whose aim is
showing his position in life. And

Conjunction is a dear friend of his family.
There is an attendant who is also a jester.

People call him Interjection.

T.V.T.M.H.S.S.  VELIYAM
ARCHANA.S
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CAN FLY IN DIGITAL LIGHT

                             Hiroshima day
            August 6 ;

 
    

 Hiroshima Day remembers us to fight against
war. Second world war showed us the war 
between Britain- France- America and Japan on 
26 July 1945 at port- dam. There raised the 
decision that Japan should accept and agree its 
failure . But they didn't . As the revenge America 
destroyed the city of Hiroshima and Nagasaki.
       People who were rescued from atom bomb 
explosion were not lucky. The atomic radiations 
had entered into the DNA of human cells, caused 

T.V.T.M.H.S.S.  VELIYAM
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CAN FLY IN DIGITAL LIGHT

genetic disorders.
      The atom bomb which fell on the land of 
Hiroshima weights 4,000kg . Scientist Robert 
open and team used an isotope of Uranium for 
making the bomb. When it fell on the land a 
huge explosion occurred . Atmospheric 
temperature increase rapidly causing metals to 
melt and rivers to boil.
      After these wars . People said all over the 
world that there should not be a Third World 
War .

T.V.T.M.H.S.S.  VELIYAM

ABIN
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CAN FLY IN DIGITAL LIGHT

House Fly 

I am a house fly 
I can fly 

 I can dance 
I can run 

 But  humans don't like me
I eat  their food and 
They will get stick

T.V.T.M.H.S.S.  VELIYAM

ABHISHEK
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CAN FLY IN DIGITAL LIGHT

            IMAGE
       

 Lights  are not so bright. I am walking through
the  lonely path beside the lake. The stars    

twinkle like a diamond. The moon scattering his
milky smile. Suddenly the
lights cut off. I can't see 

the right way.
    I sat beside the lake. I feel

the stars are dipping it the
lake . I looked into the water .

I can't see my face clear . It
fade away. Oh!this is the image of new

generation.

I wanted to be.....

I wanted to be a pilot 
But the sky was too high for me to reach

T.V.T.M.H.S.S.  VELIYAM
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CAN FLY IN DIGITAL LIGHT

I wanted to be a doctor
The degree made me ill 
I wanted to an astronaut

But I was afraid of losing my gravity
I wanted to be a teacher  
But I was not kind enough
I wanted to be a principal 

But I was too young for the job 
I wanted too be a singer 

but the rhythm  make me confused
I wanted to be a smart boy
But god created me like this

I wanted to be a lover
But no one loved me 

But by alas! All  these are unfit for me 
So I decided to become a student 

Just a student.......

T.V.T.M.H.S.S.  VELIYAM

SABINZA
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CAN FLY IN DIGITAL LIGHT

T HE GREAT
MIRACLE

Mr. Swaminadhan tells about
A.P.J. Abdul Kalam The Missile Man of

India.”My association with Kalam,extends
to nearly 40 years. Vikram Sarabhai first

told me about him and said that he was an
exceedingly capable,competent and

concerned professional. At the out set of
my first meeting,I was impressed with his
determination to see India as a developing
country. Like the great poet Subramania
Bharati, Kalam wanted no child,women

made hungry in our country. That was the
reason for his interest on green revolution

and in my own work.
To Kalam,religion,cast,language and other

T.V.T.M.H.S.S.  VELIYAM
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CAN FLY IN DIGITAL LIGHT

criteria that divide Indians and place them
in pigeon  holes were unacceptable. He

was an Indian first and Indian last.
Therefore, he wanted all parts of India to

progress.
I must also refer to changes he brought

about in Rashtrapathi Bhaven. In the room
where president normally meets visitors,
Kalam installed a working table in corner
along with a computer. Whenever Kalam
wanted to make a point to an important
visiting dignitary,he will take him to the

table and make power point presentation. 
Kalam,  was  a  great  educationalist,
spreading  scientist  literacy  was  his
passion.  Therefore  he  gave  much
importance  to  scholars   and  children.  He
often used to say that today's children are
tomorrow's   citizens   and   therefore.   We
should pay considerable attention to their

T.V.T.M.H.S.S.  VELIYAM
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education,  physical  health  and  value
systems. This is the essential to generate
the human resource needed to us become a
developed  country.
Kalam's   work   in   the   field   of    missile
technology  and  his  contribution  to
Pokhran II are well known probably it was
due   to   his   enthusiasm   for   science   and
technology   that   Adal   Bihari   Vajpayee
added   a     “Jai   Jawan”   to   Lal   Bahudur
Shashtri's “Jai Kisan” and “Jai Jawan”.
Too sum up Kalam was an unusual human
being fall of love for fellow human beings
and full of concern for the progress and
development  of  India  on  secular,
democratic   and   and   egalitarian   manner.
The best tribute we can pay for him is to
work   for   his   vision   of   India   has   a
developed country where there will be no
one below the poverty line and there will

T.V.T.M.H.S.S.  VELIYAM
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be   no   child   who   is   malnourished   and
illiterate.

T.V.T.M.H.S.S.  VELIYAM

NANDANA
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CAN FLY IN DIGITAL LIGHT

MY LOVE MY DREAM

I found you like
the waves of
sea
For a moment ,you remain 
with me
And go apart as I turn to 
sea 
Oh! its a dream,not life
What's life! I often wonder
Its a four day fiction
T.V.T.M.H.S.S.  VELIYAM
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Two of them I spent in 
horror 
Two of them I spend in 
horror
Two of them in speculation
Days will pass into years 
And I will remember you 
in my silent
tears.   What is the
Milky Way?
The Milky Way is
the concentration of stars that we
see as a milky path . The milky

T.V.T.M.H.S.S.  VELIYAM
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way is so called because it looks
like a path a path of milk in the
sky at night. In ancient Greece
,long before people understood

the true nature of sky , they
beleived that Milky Way

originates from the milk as infant
Hercules drank from the

Goddess Juno's breast. In the last
century with the invention of
sophisticated telescope the

science of astronomy developed
and revealed , the myths

skies .'The Milky Way is a spiral
galaxy with a central bulge from

T.V.T.M.H.S.S.  VELIYAM
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CAN FLY IN DIGITAL LIGHT

which arms of stars radiate out.
Our Solar System and the Earth
with all the facets of life lie in
one of the arms of the Milky

Way .Thus , from the southern
hemisphere we look out towards
its edge , Milky Way is moving
like any another object in the
space . The stars in the Milky

Way also have to move around
its centre as our earth moves
around the SUN . The whole

solar system moves around the
centre of the Milky Way.

T.V.T.M.H.S.S.  VELIYAM

SREDHA.P
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CAN FLY IN DIGITAL LIGHT

  Love is God
Where there is faith

There is love 
Where there is Love

There is peace
There is God

Where there is god
There is no need of

anything.

LIFE

T.V.T.M.H.S.S.  VELIYAM

AMRITA
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CAN FLY IN DIGITAL LIGHT

Life is like a flower,

Sometimes it blooms

At the end it will perish

Life is the gift of god

In our life,there are so

Many sad and so many joys

Live as you die and

May it shine and shine

Life is like a bubble

No one can press and

Damage it

Life is like a rain,

It will start and stop

At the end.

T.V.T.M.H.S.S.  VELIYAM

SRINE
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        MY LOVE MY
DREAM

I found you like the waves 
of sea
For a moment ,you remain 
with me
And go apart as I turn to 
sea 
Oh! its a dream,not life
What's life! I often wonder
Its a four day fiction
Two of them I spent in 
T.V.T.M.H.S.S.  VELIYAM
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horror 
Two of them I spend in 
horror
Two of them in speculation
Days will pass into years 
And I will remember you 
in my silent tears.

T.V.T.M.H.S.S.  VELIYAM

ACHU
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CAN FLY IN DIGITAL LIGHT

                    WHITE  PEARLS

In  our heart fills with happy
The dew drops comes to me
Its make my heart cool
Its make cool....cool.....cool

        The dew drops are form the
the heart of God.

These heart drop of God
makes the whole people happy.

The grief of son happy
when the dew drops fall on earth.
When the dew drops fall on earth
Whole living creature will happy.

T.V.T.M.H.S.S.  VELIYAM
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The dew drops fall in early
morning

It announces the coming of
morning.

Dew drops as like white pearl
that are droped by the god.

       

            NATURE
    

T.V.T.M.H.S.S.  VELIYAM

ABHEDH
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Save the nature save the life
      Save the trees save the nature 
      When you cut one tree 
      There will grow the desert 
      when you plant one tree 
      There you save one life 
      When we want to save the tree 
      Then we will save our life 
      We make a committee to save
      The nature,When you
      Plant one tree 
      There will grow the field
      When we want a life 
      We save our trees 
      The person who saves the nature

T.V.T.M.H.S.S.  VELIYAM

AKHILA
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      He will get a gift of god

       PLEASURE  OF
READING    

   ''Reading make a full man '' says Francis
Becon the Father of English Essays.  A  book

offers a cultured person his greatest joy .
Reading broadens outlook ,drives away

T.V.T.M.H.S.S.  VELIYAM
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prejudices and light up mind with truth and
knowledge. .Book are the best friends  of man .
They never desert us in our hours of need.  They

lead us through  the right path .

                   Great books are the reflections of 
master mind. We experience in the works of great
writers the strength and beauty of their visions . 
They appear before us and speak to us in a world 
of wisdom and joy and free us from anxieties of 
day to day life .
                 Reading is best joy a man can choose 
when we have spare time ,the best way to make it
useful is to read a book.

               The Place of Guru 
Guru or the preceptor has a unique place in Indian 
culture .He is considered more important than god 

himself .There is verse by disciple . Education become
Kabir  that hails this in concepts . The poet – saints 

ask 'if guru and govinda appear before you at the same
time , whose feet will you touch in reverse first? The 

poet himself gives the answer – 'Guru's feet. The most

T.V.T.M.H.S.S.  VELIYAM

SARAN
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important relationship between man and man is that of

Guru and his disciple . The  preceptor who effects eye 
– opening of the disciple is in  a sense , his true 
creator. That is why we say 'father ','mother' and Guru 

are god 's. Guru spares knowledge and shapes the 
personality of hid s meaningful when it effects a 

balanced fusion of knowledge and wisdom . A true 
Guru is the source of such an accomplishment .

   The Sweet
Butterfly

Oh ! My dear butterfly
From where do you get the dress 

So nice colour it is 
So nice design it is 

Who made it for you
     ''Oh dear child ''

It is given by mother
My mother is nature 

T.V.T.M.H.S.S.  VELIYAM
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Who gives me honey from flower
Who gives us light 
Who gives us rain

So please don't hurt me.

MY TWINKLE STAR

My twinkle twinkle star

My twinkle twinkle star

In night you are our light

T.V.T.M.H.S.S.  VELIYAM
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My twinkle twinkle star

My twinkle twinkle star 

You look so beautiful

You were far from us 

My twinkle twinkle star 

my twinkle twinkle star 

If Roses Grow in
Heaven

      If Roses grow in

Heaven

       Lord,please pick a
bunch for me

       place them in my brother's arms

T.V.T.M.H.S.S.  VELIYAM
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       And him they are fro me

      Tell him I love him and miss him,

      And when he turns to smile,

      place a kiss upon his cheek

      And hold him for a while

    Because remembering him is easy,

I do it everyday

But there's an ache within my heart

That will never go away....

  THE

T.V.T.M.H.S.S.  VELIYAM
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VALUE OF TEACHERS

Teachers are the light of the world. The
are the eye openers of students. They have
the way for student's success in life. They

help the children to identify  which is
correct or wrong. Moreover they provide

us with a wide variety of knowledge about
the world.

          They work from morning to evening
and teaching the students tirelessly. There

hardship and pain are more than our
imagination.

T.V.T.M.H.S.S.  VELIYAM

GOURIPRI
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The Signs of Zodiac
➢ Aries,the ram(21 March-19 April)

       
Creative,impatient,masculine,competiti
ve,warrior-like,independent,outspoken.
    
➢ Taurus,the bull(20 April-20 May)

    
Determined,resourceful,materialist,touc
hy,ruthless,entrepreneurial.

➢ Gemini,the twins(21 March-21 
June)

Intellectual,shallow,inquisitive,selfish,ta
lkative,vitty,indecisive,irritable.

➢ Cancer,the crab(22 June-22 July)

T.V.T.M.H.S.S.  VELIYAM
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Emotional,sympathetic,moody,sensitive,
loyal,tactters

➢ Zeo,the lion(23July-22 August)

Generous,creative,broad-
minded,patronising,bossy,extroverted,id
ealistic,arrogant.

➢ Virgo, the virgin(23August-23 
September)

Diligent,intelligent,modest,conservative,
overcritical,pedantic,affectionate,metho
dical.

➢ Libra,the scales(24September-23 
October)

Charming,sociable,gullible,flirtatious,at

T.V.T.M.H.S.S.  VELIYAM
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tractive,objective,artistic

➢ Scorpio,the seropion(24 October-
22 November

Forceful,passionate,jealous,obsersive,se
cretive,intense,outspoken,extreme,rebell
ious

➢ Sagittarius,the archer(23 
November-21 December

Optimistic,honest,philosophical,careless
,irresponsible,energetic,adventurous.

➢ Capricorn,the goat(22 December-
20 January)

Disciplined,economical,patient,reserved,
pessimistic,serious,organized,rational.

T.V.T.M.H.S.S.  VELIYAM
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➢ Aquarius,the water beares(21 
January-19 February)

Inventive,friendly,independent,unpredic
table,serious,intelligent,eccentric.

➢ Piscer,the fishes (20 January -20 
March)

Imaginative,compassionate,vague,gentle
,sensitive,creative,spiritual,easy going.

T.V.T.M.H.S.S.  VELIYAM
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   WITTY  GOLDEN
SAYING

 
You win a few,you lose a few 
You can have too much of a -
                              good thing
 Where bees are there is honey
  walls have ears
 Truth lies at the bottom of a well
 Set a thief to catch a thief
 Rain before seven,fine before -
                                    eleven
 Quickly come ,quickly go 
 punctuality is the politeness of -

T.V.T.M.H.S.S.  VELIYAM
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                                   princes
 Opportunity makes a thief
 Nothing succeeds like success
 The man who is born in a stable-
                    is not a horse
 Man proposes ,god disposes 
 Lucky at the cards ,unlucky in -
                                           love
 Love and a cough cannot be hid
 A little knowledge is a -
                     dangerous thing 
 Love but laugh at lovers perjury
  It is never to late to learn 
 Happy ,the country which no -
                                 history

T.V.T.M.H.S.S.  VELIYAM
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       നന്മയതകകകകകൊർന ഭതകകകകകൊരതള
       നന്മയതകകകകകൊർന ഭതകകകകകൊരതടത
       നകകവെജജജിതകലദദേവുള നമകകവെജജജിക നതകകകകകൊള
       അമകലയതകകകകകൊണ ഭതകകകകകൊരതള 
       അമയതകകകകകൊണ ഭതകകകകകൊരതള

       അമയതകകകകകൊയ ഭതകകകകകൊരതടത
       നകകവെജജജിതകലദദേവുള നതകകകകകൊള നമകകവെജജജിചകകവെജജജിപടണള

     TRICKY  MATHS

11*11=121
12*12=144
13*13=169
14*14=196
15*15=225

T.V.T.M.H.S.S.  VELIYAM
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THE LAST DIGIT OF 12 IS 2.
SO 2*2=4
12*12=144

THE LAST DIGIT OF
144=4=2*2

IN EVERY CASE, THIS IS
SAME.

FUN WITH
MATHEMATICS

GREAT 9

T.V.T.M.H.S.S.  VELIYAM
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0x9+1=1
1x9+2=11

12x9+3=111
123x9+4=1111

1234x9+5=11111

TRICKY MATHS

12345678+
87654321 
99999999

T.V.T.M.H.S.S.  VELIYAM
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MAGIC  MATHS

33x33=1089
333x333=110889

3333x3333=11108889

FOUNDATION  OF

T.V.T.M.H.S.S.  VELIYAM
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SUCCESS IS
ATTITUDE

A=1,B=2,C=3 etc........
HARD

WORK=8+1+18+4+23
+15+18+11=98%

ATTITUDE=1+20+20+
9+20+21+4+5=100%

 

T.V.T.M.H.S.S.  VELIYAM
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    തകകവെജജജിരകകവെജജജിചതകകകകകൊലുള മറകകവെജജജിചതകകകകകൊലുള 

          ഉതരള തുകലകലദദേള

1.31x26=806
   13x62=806 
2.21x24=504
   12x42=504
3.21x36=756
   12x63=756

T.V.T.M.H.S.S.  VELIYAM
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4.23x96=2208
   32x69=2208

Mathematics Quiz
                               
1.From which word pic(ii) was 
derived?
                  Perimeter
2.Which book is known as 'the Bible
for Mathematics?

Elements
3.Which number is known as 
Kaprakar constant?

6174
4.Which fraction is known as 
Golden Rais?

Hs/2

T.V.T.M.H.S.S.  VELIYAM
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Now,I am  very proud                            to
be an Indian.'Our National  Anthem','Jana
Gana    Gana  Mana is declared
as   the   best   anthem   of    the   world
UNESCO. It is sung in 52 seconds

 
Please try to understand the meaning

and pronounce it clearly.

Jana-People              Gana-group
Mana-mind               Adhinayaka-leader
Jaya He-victory        Bharata-India
Bhagya-Destiny       Vidhata-Disposer
Punjaba-Punjab        Sindhu-Indus 
Gujarata-Gujarat      Marata-Maharastra
Dravida-South          Utkala-Orissa
Banga-Bengal           Vindhya-Vindhyas
Himachal-Himalaya  Yamuna-Yamuna
Ganga-Gangas            Uchala-Moving

T.V.T.M.H.S.S.  VELIYAM
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Jaladhi-Ocean             Taraga-Waves
Tava-Your                   Shush-Auspicious
Naame-Name              Jaga-Awaken
Aashisha-Blessing       Maage-Ask
Gaaahe-Sing                Jay-Victory
Gatha-Song                  Mangala-Fortune
Dhanyaka-Giver           Jaya He-Victory.    

  

    
   

T.V.T.M.H.S.S.  VELIYAM
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  THE KING OF
KING

The king of hobbies- Stamp collection
The king of Oceans- Pacific Ocean
The king of Rivers- Amazon
The king of Sports- Polo
The king of Spices- Pepper
The king of Acids- Sulphuric acid
The king of Cartoon- Williams .s.
The king of football- Pele
The king of vegetables- Brinjal
The king of pop music-  Michael Jackson
The king of inventions- Steam Engine
The king of inventors- Thomas Alwa Edison.

T.V.T.M.H.S.S.  VELIYAM

RAHUL
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Fun with poets 

The Golden Poet=Oliver Goldsmith
The Shaking Poet=William Shakespeare 
The Freezing Poet=Robert Frost
The Smartest Poet=Christopher Smart
The Coloured Poet=Robert Browning
The Strongest Poet=Thomas Hardy
The Hardest Poet=John Milton
The Longest Poet =  H. W. Longfellow
The Noisy Poet=Alfred Noyes

T.V.T.M.H.S.S.  VELIYAM
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  THE KING OF
KING

The king of hobbies- Stamp collection
The king of Oceans- Pacific Ocean
The king of Rivers- Amazon
The king of Sports- Polo
The king of Spices- Pepper
The king of Acids- Sulphuric acid
The king of Cartoon- Williams .s.
The king of football- Pele
The king of vegetables- Brinjal
The king of pop music-  Michael Jackson
The king of inventions- Steam Engine
The king of inventors- Thomas Alwa Edison.

T.V.T.M.H.S.S.  VELIYAM
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      DISCIPLINE

D is the fourth letter-4
I is the ninth letter-9
S is the nineteenth letter-
                                  19
C is the third letter - 3
I  is the ninth letter -9
P is the sixteenth letter-16
L is the twelfth letter -12
T.V.T.M.H.S.S.  VELIYAM silpa
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I  is the ninth letter -9
N is the fourteenth letter-
                                  14
E is the fifth letter – 5
Add-
4+9+19+3+9+16+12+9+
                     14+5=100
So Discipline is 100 mark

 IN IMPORTANT
DATES INDIA

*12th  January    : Nation Youth Day 
*15th   January    : Army Day in India 
*23rd January    : Netaji's birthday
*26th January      : Republic Day

T.V.T.M.H.S.S.  VELIYAM
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*14th February    : Valentine Day 
*28th February    : National Science Day
*3rd   March       : National Defence Day
*14th April           :Dr. BR Ambedkar's  
                                               Birthday
*1st May             : Labours day 
*8th August          : India Movement Day
*15th August        : Independence Day
*20th August        : National Sabdhawan
                                              Diwas
*29th August        : National Sports Day
*5th September    : Teachers Day 
*14th September  : National Hindi Day
*2nd October      : Gandhi Jayanthi    
*8th October        : National Air Force Day
*10th October      : National Post Office
                                                  Day
*14th November  : Children's Day
*30th November  : National Flag Day
*4th December    : National Navy  Day

T.V.T.M.H.S.S.  VELIYAM
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*9th December   : National Girl Child 
                                               Day
*14th December  : National Energy 
                          Consumption Day 
*23rd December : National Farmers Day
*25th December   : Christmas

Some Facts Of
Chemistry

1.What is the percentage of Helium 
in the sun?

12.9%
2.What is the meaning of the Latin 
word 'oleum'?

Oil
3.How many atoms are there in the 
molecules of sugar?

45(C12,H22,O11)

T.V.T.M.H.S.S.  VELIYAM
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4.What is the percentage of 
nitrogen in sun?

0.02%
5.What is the radioactive element 
seen in Kerala?

Thorium

T.V.T.M.H.S.S.  VELIYAM
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Burning
hunger.

Our country is a developing
country. So it faces some problems also.  One

among them is the problem of poverty. Poverty is
a serious problem 

that affect many of the people in our country. This
injurious situation mainly affect women and

children, and still be by them. Third of the world's
poor lives in India , and about 37 percentage of
the total population of the India lives below the

international poverty line . As I told earlier,
children are the main victim of poverty, 42

children under the age of five are under weight.
                    

                  Think how lucky we are. Every day
we are wasting so much of food .We all are

students we also have some responsibilities . So ,
think as a student what can we do for the society?

T.V.T.M.H.S.S.  VELIYAM
DEVU
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